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Brummagem (BRUM-ih-JUM)- Adjective
Not genuine, spurious; cheaply showy; tawdry

ORIGIN- 17th Century England city (BIRMINGHAM)- 
counterfeit coins (fake coins)- thus, word brummagem 
became associated with things FORGED + inauthentic

The bride was wearing a brummagem tiara and sash 
during the bachelorette party
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https://www.shabdkosh.com/dictionary/hindi-english/%E0%A4%9C%E0%A4%BE%E0%A4%B2%E0%A5%80/%E0%A4%9C%E0%A4%BE%E0%A4%B2%E0%A5%80-meaning-in-english
https://www.shabdkosh.com/dictionary/hindi-english/%E0%A4%A8%E0%A4%95%E0%A4%B2%E0%A5%80/%E0%A4%A8%E0%A4%95%E0%A4%B2%E0%A5%80-meaning-in-english


Arduous- Adjective

Hard to accomplish or achieve; difficult or 
strenuous; herculean; back breaking

Vishwanath had undergone months of 
arduous training in KPMG

 क ठन

https://www.shabdkosh.com/dictionary/hindi-english/%E0%A4%95%E0%A4%A0%E0%A4%BF%E0%A4%A8/%E0%A4%95%E0%A4%A0%E0%A4%BF%E0%A4%A8-meaning-in-english


Quiz Question

Mention a 4-letter noun beginning with 
SL which means hard, dogged march; 
prolonged arduous task



SLOG



Anthophobia- NOUN

An abnormal fear of flowers

Are you a victim of anthophobia? As you never 
like gardening



Knackered (Adjective)

Exhausted; very tired

Vishwanath is usually knackered after work



Skimble- skamble (Adjective)

Rambling; confused; nonsensical (SENSELESS)

She gave a skimble skamble explanation when 
asked about why she was late for work again



Idioms or Phrases 
for the day



Whoop it up

Be continually reminded of an unpleasant 
topic

Enjoying in a noisy way, usually in a group

Be totally ignorant or incompetent



Whoop it up

To celebrate in a noisy way

The Delhi Daredevils really whooped it up in 
the locker room after their big win



With a vengeance

A complete disaster

Having similar views or attitude to something

To look out for something without particular 
attention

Used to emphasize the degree to which 
something occurs



With a vengeance

With great force or vehemence 



Up against the wall

In a disorderly fashion

In an inextricable situation

Performing well in a difficult or competitive 
situation



Up against the wall

In a difficult or troubling situation

inextricable= not capable of being solved



Reap the whirlwind
Providing that other factors or circumstance remain the 
same

Suffer negative consequences as a result of one’s actions

Believing that moderation is more satisfying than excess



Reap the whirlwind
To suffer the negative consequences of one’s actions

This phrase originated in the BIBLE

If you don’t do your homework now, you’ll reap the 
whirlwind when you have to take your final exams



Of the first water
Leading a comfortable life

Acting contrary to one’s interests

Critically important

Of the best quality



Of the first water
Of the highest quality
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